
MIND PT 6


If your mind was the thing for which you got the least punishment, you will 
be afraid of separating from it for something else.


If we have judged that we are not enough–that we are in adequate –we test once in 
a a while to see if it is still true.  But we filter out of our arm perceptual net 
anything that would contradict our beliefs. 
What our mind fights against most–that's where truths can be found.  Our mind 
excludes the "enemy," which is contradictory data, i.e. our senses. 

The mind wants to confirm its existing models.

If you know something you must exclude all other information.  

If you know - you believe.If you feel - you are experiencing.


When the mind's existing model is challenged.  We usually 
have a clue when information about to come toward us won’t fit with our 
existing models, so we do  not let the information in by: 

- distracting ourselves

- numbing down (so we can’t feel or respond to the information

- assessing it as a threat (invoking an immediate defense reaction)


The priorities of the mind and the priorities of the emotions are always in 
conflict with each other.   Their only battlefield is the body.  In its attempts 
to control the emotions the mind uses brain (and muscle) as its toolThe 
emotions use the visceral (and other connective tissue) for expression.


Recognition is perception.  Our assessment of that recognition - how 
we project value onto it - is mind.


Minds avoid knowing by contracting the body. 
Hearts avoid feeling by contracting the body. 

When we are involved in a mental body future anticipation of threat, our nervous 
system is less available and less able to pick up accurately the present state of the 
other nervous systems around us. 

The greatest influence on our quality of life is our opinion of ourselves, and our 
judgments. 



                                 


